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THE SLOW HTTP DISTRIBUTED DENIAL OF SERVICE ATTACK DETECTION IN
CLOUD
A. DHANAPAL∗ AND P. NITHYANANDAM†
Abstract. Cloud computing became popular due to nature as it provides the flexibility to add or remove the resources
on-demand basis. This also reduces the cost of investments for the enterprises significantly. The adoption of cloud computing is
very high for enterprises running their online applications. The availability of online services is critical for businesses like financial
services, e-commerce applications, etc. Though cloud provides availability, still these applications are having potential threats of
going down due to the slow HTTP Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack in the cloud. The slow HTTP attacks intention is
to consume all the available server resources and make it unavailable to the real users. The slow HTTP DDoS attack comes with
different formats such as slow HTTP headers attacks, slow HTTP body attacks and slow HTTP read attacks. Detecting the slow
HTTP DDoS attacks in the cloud is very crucial to safeguard online cloud applications. This is a very interesting and challenging
topic in DDoS as it mimics the slow network. This paper proposed a novel method to detect slow HTTP DDoS attacks in the
cloud. The solution is implemented using the OpenStack cloud platform. The experiments conducted exhibits the accurate results
on detecting the attacks at the early stages. The slowHTTPTest open source tool is used in this experiment to originate slow
HTTP DDoS attacks.
Key words: DDoS, slowloris, RUDY attacks, slow HTTP attack, OpenStack, Cloud Security, Layer 7 Attack
AMS subject classifications. 68M14, 68M12

1. Introduction.
1.1. Cloud computing and classifications. Cloud computing helps enterprises to minimize the initial
investments and operational cost [1] on the data centres. The enterprises running online applications are moving
to the cloud. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) defines the cloud computing [2] is a model
for enabling convenient on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources such as
networks, servers, storage, applications and services that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction. The benefit of making the services available anywhere and
anytime, adding or removing the resource based on the demands, pay per usage model are the most important
factors for promoting cloud across the enterprises.
Cloud computing broadly classified as shown in Fig. 1.1.
The Service Delivery Model is based on the type of cloud service provided. This model sub-divided [3] as
Software as a Service, Platform as a Service and Infrastructure as a Service. The Deployment Model is based
on cloud deployment. This is further classified as [4] Public cloud, Private cloud and Hybrid cloud.
Cloud computing threats: Cloud computing has many potential threats and generally categorized as shown
in Fig. 1.2.
1.2. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks . The DDoS attacks are designed to disturb the
service provided and make it unavailable to the real end-users. The DDoS attacks divided into [5] [6] following
types:
• Volumetric-based attacks: The network bandwidth is targeted to bring down the services. Example:
UDP flooding attacks.
• Protocol-based attacks: The resources of the server is consumed to bring the service down. Example:
Ping of death.
• Application Layer attacks: The goal of this attack is to make application un-available to real users.
Example: slow HTTP DDoS attack.
This paper focused on one of the application layer specific HTTP DDoS attack known as the slow HTTP
DDoS attacks. This work proposed a solution to effectively detect such slow HTTP DDoS attacks in cloud
computing.
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Fig. 1.1. The cloud computing classifications

Fig. 1.2. Cloud computing threats

1.3. The HTTP DDoS Attacks and Types. The HTTP DDoS Attacks are application layer attacks
in the system. These attacks aimed to make the online web services unavailable to the legitimate end users.
The HTTP DDoS attacks type is visualized as in Fig. 1.3.
• HTTP flooding DDoS Attacks: The HTTP flooding attacks is application layer attacks and focused
on flooding with an excessive request to the web server so that to overload and make the web server
unable to process incoming requests. The service will be brought down eventually.
• Slow HTTP DDoS Attacks: This is another form of HTTP DDoS attacks that exploit the HTTP
protocol behaviour and implementation of the application in a legitimate way. This attack consumes
all the available resources in a slow manner. This slow attack aimed to make the web service unavailable
to the real end-users.
2. The slow HTTP DDoS attacks . The slow HTTP attack to the web server can take places in three
different formats. The types of slow HTTP attacks is given in Fig. 2.1.
The detailed explanation of each type is given below. following characteristics create the special needs and
complexities associated with the HTTP flooding detection in the cloud environment.
• Slowloris Attacks (or) Slow HTTP Header Attacks [7]: The HTTP Get requests are usually send with
valid HTTP Header. The web server processes the HTTP Get request upon receiving the complete
header. The attackers make use of this HTTP protocol behaviour to carry out the DDoS attack on the
web server. In this method, the attacker sends incomplete HTTP header to the web server and make
the server to wait for the complete message. The attacker creates many such requests to the server until
the server is unable to process any requests. The valid HTTP Header always ends with consecutive CR
LF CR LF (ASCII Value 0d 0a 0d 0a) as shown in Fig. 2.2. During the attack, the HTTP header has
only one CR LF (ASCII value 0d 0a) to indicate incomplete header to the web server as depicted in
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Fig. 1.3. The HTTP DDoS attacks and types

Fig. 2.1. The slow HTTP DDoS attack classifications

Fig. 2.3.
• RUDY Attacks (or) Slow HTTP Body Attacks [8]: RUDY or slow HTTP body attack is carried out
using the HTTP Post requests. Unlike the slowloris attacks, this attack comes with a valid complete
header in place. The length of the message has a bigger value. The attacker sends HTTP Post request
with very small content size varies from one to few bytes with slow intervals of time. This makes the web
server to wait for a long time to get the complete Post request. The attacker opens many connections
with the server to consume all its resource so that the server will not be available to legitimate users.
During the attack, the HTTP Post request contains an abnormal content-length field when compared
to the normal request. The normal HTTP Post request and abnormal request are covered in Fig 2.4
and Fig. 2.5 respectively.
• Slow HTTP Read Attacks [9]: This is one another method of DDoS attack to the web server. In this
model, the attacker sends the valid header and Get request to the web server, but it delays the read
response from the server. The web client/browser at the attacker side frequently sends a message to
the web server saying that it does not have enough space to receive the message so that to delay the
server response. The TCP window size field is used during the 3-way handshaking method to exchange
the window size between web client and server for agreeing upon the number of messages that they can
handle. After establishing the connection web browser asks for more data, but it says not enough space
to receive it. This makes the server to reserve the allocated resources for that transaction. The multiple
transactions of this type being opened from attacker end to the victim web server to make web server
unable to process any incoming requests. During the attack scenario, the web browser sends multiple
TCP ZeroWindow messages to the web server as depicted in Fig. 2.6.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 3 discussed the related works. Section 4 explained
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Fig. 2.2. Normal HTTP Get Request

Fig. 2.3. The HTTP header during slowloris attack

the details of the proposed solution architecture. Section 5 captured the details on experimentation details and
the results. The conclusion and future direction of research are covered in Sec. 6.
3. Literature Review of the related works. The authors carried out a literature review of a large
number of works related to DDoS detection and this section limits the number of papers very relevant to the
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Fig. 2.4. Normal HTTP POST Request

Fig. 2.5. The HTTP Post request during RUDY Attack

topic of interest slow HTTP DDoS attack detection and mitigation.
Tanishka Shorey et al. [10], This work studied and compared the DDoS attack tools such as slowloris,
GoldenEye and Xerxes. The performance comparison is done based on the three parameters time to launch
attacks successfully, Rate of Traffic and Size of packet. This gives insight into the potential tools used for HTTP
DDoS attacks.
Clifford Kemp et al. [11], proposed a solution to detect slow HTTP Read DDoS attack detection using
the machine learning techniques. The slowHTTPTest tool is used for generating the attack. This proposed
technique works for the standalone environment. It has a scope for improvement to the cloud environment.
Also, the solution has to be extended to address other slow HTTP DDoS attack types such as RUDY and slow
HTTP Read attacks.
Kiwon Hong et al. [12], used the software-defined network method to implement their solution against the
slow HTTP DDoS attacks. The traffic flow between the web server and the web browser via the switch is used
by the defence application for analysis. This work classified the request as attacks, real slow connections and
legitimate requests. This is a general solution proposed and need to be enhanced for cloud computing.
Shunsuke Tayama et al. [13], worked on the slow HTTP Read attack. The important parameter considered
to detect the attack is the bandwidth rate. This work concluded that the browser having the connection limit
equal to the processing capability of the web server and bandwidth greater than 500Kbps is good enough to
carry out successful slow HTTP Read attacks. This work has gaps in analyzing the other types of slow HTTP
DDoS attacks.
Aanshi Bhardwaj et al. [14], used the OpenStack cloud to analyze and evaluate the DDoS attacks. This
work carried out to study DDoS attacks in the cloud using multiple DDoS attack tools. This paper requires an
enhancement of providing the solution to detect the slow HTTP DDoS attacks in the cloud environment.
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Fig. 2.6. The slow HTTP Read attack

A. Dhanapal et al. [15], proposed a cloud testbed model using the OpenStack Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS) model. The different possible DDoS attack scenarios are explained in the work. This paper discussed
only the framework details of the cloud environment.
Ghafar A. Jaafar et al. [16], reviewed the various work done to detect HTTP DDoS attacks in the time
frame Jan 2014 to Dec 2018 and summarised the different parameters used in the solutions, attack detection
levels, evalution methods, dataset used and performance matrix. This is a review paper helps to understand
currently available solutions.
Trung V. Phan et al. [17], offered a hybrid machine learning model to improve the classifications and
history-base filtering method combined togather to detect the DDoS attacks in SDN-based cloud environment.
This is mainly used for the cloud environment build based on the SDN.
The proposed solution enhanced the OpenStack framework discussed in [15] and implemented the solution
to detect the different type of slow HTTP DDoS attacks in the cloud environment. The slowHTTPTest tool is
used to generate the variants of slow HTTP DDoS attack to the NGINX web server running in the OpenStack
cloud.
The literature review of the numerous work studied and discussed shows that still we have the gaps to
define the effective solution to detect the slow HTTP DDoS attack in the cloud.
4. The Proposed Solution. The proposed solution helps to detect the slow HTTP DDoS attack in
the cloud environment and notifies to the administrator in case of an attack. The system architecture of the
proposed defence model is depicted in Fig. 4.1.
The offered solution captures the multi-tenancy of cloud computing. The multiple tenants are located across
the cloud service provider environment. Each tenant runs their own virtual machines (VM). The cloud has the
following components
• Compute Controller: The cloud controller component contains the web interface to access and control
the cloud environment, metering services used for calculating pay per usages, cloud monitoring services
to look for the health of the systems, and most importantly the cloud scheduler to allocate the resources
to the various tasks. This component is controlled and managed by the cloud service provider.
• Networking Node: This part provides networking services across the different components of the cloud
environment. The important work of the networking node is to provide internal and external IP services
and connectivity to the multiple tenants of the cloud services.
• Cloud Compute Cluster: The compute cluster is the place where each of the cloud users work is carried
out. This component runs the various virtual machines of the tenants. Multiple tenants are kept in
parallel in the cloud compute clusters. The cloud compute cluster has an entry point to access the
virtual machines of the tenants. The proposed DDoS detection solution is implemented in this cloud
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Fig. 4.1. Proposed Solution System Architecture

compute cluster. Every HTTP requests entering the cloud environment is monitored using packet
pre-monitor module to identify the behaviour of the client and the same information is passed to the
zone classifier module. The zone classifier module has two stages known as ALLOWED LIST zone and
BLOCKED LIST zone. The clients are classified into either of the zones in any given point in time
based on their behaviour.
Initially, all the clients requesting to the web server are kept in the ALLOWED LIST zone, and requests
are forwarded to the web server for further processing. The behaviour of the client is continuously monitored by the classifier module. The client exhibits the suspecting activity are moved into BLOCKED
LIST zone.
The client with the following behaviour is put into BLOCKED LIST zone.
• The average network delay to reach the client is calculated by means of sending 5 ping requests to the
client. The average reply response time of those ping request is calculated and considered as network
delay. This helps to identify the client mimicking the slow network.
• The client will be exhibiting the slow network. Whenever the classifier module gets the slow request
continuously, five times the average network delay is compared with the client request interval. If the
time between each of the HTTP request of the client exceeds more than five times of the calculated
network delay, the client is treated as a bot machine and moved into BLOCKED LIST zone. The five
times of the network delay selected by considering the processing required for the application.
• The client sends the HTTP Post request with the abnormal size of data more than three thousand of
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Fig. 4.2. Flowchart of the proposed architecture

the bytes and one or few bytes in the request with slow network behaviour is closely monitored. The
same above calculated network delay is compared with the request interval time of the client. In case
the request interval exceeds more than 5 times of average network delay, it is considered as a bot and
moved into BLOCKED LIST zone.
• The client with a frequent request to the server saying that zero TCP Window size is monitored and
moved into BLOCKED LIST if this behaviour is seen persistently.
• The client sends out an HTTP Post request with one or few bytes or Get request with an incomplete
header in the time interval very close (above 80%) to the connection keep-alive time is treated as an
attack and moved to BLOCKER LIST zone. For example, if the connection keep-alive time is 10
seconds and the client sends a request in the interval only after 8 seconds are suspected.
Whenever the classifier detects the abnormal activity of the client, it moves the client into BLOCKED
LIST zone, and the appropriate information is sent to the admin threat notifier module. The admin
threat notifier is responsible for indicating the cloud administrator about the client’s suspicious activity
and corresponding classifier zone movement. This helps the cloud administrator to take necessary action
against the slow HTTP DDoS attacks.
The flowchart of the proposed architecture is captured in figure Fig. 4.2.
4.1. Implementation Details. The solution discussed is implemented using the OpenStack IaaS cloud
software. The OpenStack is freely available on the internet for anyone. The OpenStack Network Topology look
as shown in Fig. 4.3.
The multiple customers are placed on the OpenStack cloud and each of the customers is associated with separate IP networks. The OpenStack network topology consists of three private networks namely Orange-PrivateNetwork, Green-Private-Network, Private-Network and one Public-Network. Each private network associated
with one customer. Every virtual instance or nodes of the customer is assigned with an internal IP address in
the given address range. The OpenStack cloud provides two IP addresses to each virtual node. The IP address
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Fig. 4.3. The OpenStack network topology
Table 4.1
The OpenStack Virtual Instance Details
Instance Name
Trusty-server
Node-1
Node-2
Node-3
Node-4

Internal/Private IP address
10.0.0.7
10.0.0.8
10.1.0.11
10.2.0.11
10.0.0.10

External/Public IP address
172.24.4.13
172.24.4.4
172.24.4.11
172.24.4.14
172.24.4.12

starting with 10.x.x.x are known as private IP address and used for communication across the virtual nodes
within the cloud environment. Another IP address is known as public or floating IP address. This floating IP
address starts with 172.24.x.x and used for communicating with the outside world through the internet. The
Public-Network has an IP address in this range to communicate to the external world.
The customer-1 on OpenStack runs only one virtual node known as node-3, and the customer is placed on
the Orange-Private-Network with IP address range of 10.2.0.0/24.
The customer-2 is placed on the Green-Private-Network with IP address range of 10.0.0.0/24. This customer
runs three virtual nodes namely node-1, node-4 and trusty-server. The trusty-server node runs the NGINX web
server in the OpenStack cloud.
Similarly, the customer-3 placed on the Private-Network has IP network 10.1.0.0/24. The node-2 is virtual
instance launched for customer-3.
Each of the virtual nodes internal, as well as external IP address details are captured in Table 4.1.
The NGINX web server is running over the trusty-server of the customer-2. The web pages are accessed using
the URL http://172.24.4.13/WebPage.html. The opensource tool named slowHTTPTest is used to generate
three different types of slow HTTP DDoS attacks against the NGINX web server running in the cloud.
5. Experimentations Results and Discussions. Slow HTTP DDoS test carried out using slowHTTPTest tool with following options:
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Fig. 5.1. The detection of slow HTTP DDoS attack

c is number of connections.
H indicates the slowloris Header attack mode, -B for slow HTTP Body attack mode, -X slow HTTP read attack
mode.
g says generate statistics and output with file -o file name.
i time interval between requests.
r number of connections per seconds.
t type of request (GET/POST)
u target URL
l test length in seconds.
The slow HTTP Header DDoS attacks, as well as slow HTTP Read attacks are launched against the web
server URL http://172.24.4.13/products.html
The command used for slow HTTP Header attack:
slowhttptest -c 10000 -H -g -o slowhttpheader -i 10 -r 500 -t GET -u http://172.24.4.13/products.html -l 600
The slow HTTP read attack done using:
slowhttptest -c 10000 -X -g -o slowhttpread -i 10 -r 500 -t GET -u http://172.24.4.13/products.html -l 600
The slow HTTP Body attacks are carried out for the URL http://172.24.4.13/register.html
The command used for slow Body attack is:
slowhttptest -c 10000 -B -g -o slowhttpbody -i 10 -r 50 -t POST -u http://172.24.4.13/register.html -l 600
The proposed DDoS detection model efficiently identify all possible slow HTTP DDoS attacks and classify
the attacking client to BLOCKED LIST zone. Fig. 5.1 shows that notification of the slow HTTP DDoS attack
launched from client 172.24.4.1 is detected and moved to BLOCKED LIST zone from ALLOWED LIST zone.
The common parameters used for generating different slow HTTP DDoS attacks by the slowHTTPTest tool
are:
The total number of connections: 10000;
The content-length of the header: 4096 bytes;
Timeout for probe connection: 5 seconds.
The performance results of the slow HTTP Header attack captured in Fig. 5.2.
The service available line Fig. 5.2 indicates the availability of the web services to the slowHTTPTest tool.
The implemented system detected the attack when the connection request crossed above 4000, and the client is
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Fig. 5.2. The slow HTTP Header attacks result

moved into BLOCKED ZONE list. Any further request from the client is blocked, so the attacker thinks that
the web server is down, but the requests from the attacker are not processed. The pending request from the
attacker is growing in the very high rate as shown in Fig. 5.2.
The slow HTTP Body attack results are shown in Fig. 5.3, and the system detected the attack during when
connection request reached 1̃700. After this point of time, any request from the attacker is not serviced by the
web server. The pending requests are increasing very sharply as displayed in Fig. 5.3.
The performance result of the slow HTTP Read attack is depicted in Fig. 5.4. Figure 5.4 explains that
read attacks are generating frequent zero window size to receive the response from the web server. The same
behaviour has been detected by the system and moving such clients into the BLOCKED LIST zone. The
incoming requests from those clients are not given to the web server for any services. In Fig. 5.4, the slow
HTTP Read DDoS attacks are detected when the number of connection reached 1̃000. The detection happened
sooner because of the clients continuous malfunctioning of reading the response from the server. The pending
requests moved to peak value suddenly 8̃100, due to not serving any request from the client. The total number
of connection accepted throughout the experiment is 2̃000. The efficient and early detection of slow HTTP
Read attacks help the availability of the web server to the legitimate requests.
6. The conclusion and future directions. The authors discussed cloud computing and classification
of cloud computing in details. The DDoS attacks and its types, the important application layer attack of the
HTTP protocol is explained. The variation of HTTP DDoS attacks also captured. The slow HTTP DDoS
attacks and various forms of slow HTTP attacks are described appropriately. The literature survey of related
work and their gaps in addressing the slow HTTP DDoS attacks in the cloud is discussed. The proposed
solution to detect such attacks in the cloud environment defined. The offered solution has been implemented
and integrated into the OpenStack IaaS software. The details of the OpenStack cloud environment have been
explained. The different types of slow HTTP DDoS attacks are carried out to the web server in the OpenStack
using the slowHTTPTest tool. The performance and the result of the implemented solution are captured and
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Fig. 5.3. The slow HTTP Body attacks result

discussed in detail.
The future enhancement of this work is to implement a model to detect, mitigate and prevent any form
of the slow HTTP DDoS attack in the cloud environment. Evaluate the performance of the same against the
multiple tools available on the internet for generating such slow HTTP DDoS attacks.
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